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Abstract
This study presents a strategy experiment is asset pricing. In a simple dynamic asset pricing model the price in the present period is determined by the expectations of next period’s price. After participating in an introductory laboratory experiment on expectation formation participants formulate a complete forecasting strategy. These strategies are programmed and markets are simulated. Participants receive feedback from the results of these simulations and can adapt their strategy. Four rounds are played. A final laboratory experiment compares predictions of participants with the predictions of the submitted strategy.

We find that most of the participants submit complicated strategies and that strategies become more complicated over the rounds. Most markets converge to a steady state price only after many periods, if at all. The number of converging price sequences increases over the rounds. These results suggest in general slow convergence and learning of the subjects over the rounds. Even in a stationary environment it turns out to be difficult to learn the correct fundamental price level. An important part of the non-convergence seems to be caused not by individual strategies but by the interaction of several strategies together. From the final experiment we conclude that the strategies are a good representation of what participants do in a laboratory experiment.

JEL classification codes: C91, C92, D84, G12, G14
1. Introduction
Asset markets can be considered as expectation feedback systems. Investors and traders form expectations about future prices and they trade based upon these expectations. The prices realized by these trades are public information and serve as an input for a new expectation formation process. The relation between (average) expectations and realized prices is positive: if a majority of investors expect prices to rise (decrease), the demand will increase and there will be an upward (downward) pressure on prices. Insights in these expectation formation processes and in the dynamics caused by these processes are pivotal for an understanding of the working of asset markets.

In the last decade several behavioral asset market models with boundedly rational traders having heterogeneous expectations about future asset prices have been introduced, e.g. Arthur et al. (1997), Brock and Hommes (1998), Gaunersdorfer (2000), LeBaron (2000), Lux and Marchesi (1999) among others. In these models two important classes of traders can be distinguished, namely fundamentalists and trend followers. Fundamentalists believe that asset prices converge to their fundamental value, given by the expected discounted sum of all future dividends. In contrast, trend followers believe that prices may deviate from their fundamental value and expect that prices move in trends. They extrapolate past price trends in forecasting future prices. Although theoretically appealing, little work has been done to investigate whether real investors actually use such behavioral rules as fundamentalist and trend following rules in forecasting prices.

In the real world data on prices are widely available but, unfortunately, reliable data on expectations or forecasting are rare. Economic experiments can be very useful in this respect. In Hommes et al (2002a, 2002b) we describe a laboratory environment in which subjects predict the next price in a standard asset market model. In these experiments participants act as advisors to a pension fund. The task of the advisors is to give an accurate prediction of the price of a risky asset. The pension fund bases its investment decision with respect to the risky asset upon the price forecast of the advisor/participant. The market price of the risky asset is determined by equilibrium of demand and supply. The length of these experiments is 50 periods; the data is well suited to study the short-term dynamics. Prices typically do not converge to the fundamental rational expectation (RE) price. To study long-term dynamics, the expectations strategies of the participants have to be interpreted (e.g. estimated as an AR (2) model) and simulated (see also Sterman 1989). This procedure is not very satisfactory because the interpretation of the researcher will probably not exactly coincide with the actual strategy of the subject. Another disadvantage is that the subjects get only limited experience, they would probably learn to predict differently if they could participate in more markets.
In the present experiment we solved interpretation problems by letting the subjects provide a complete forecasting strategy. A strategy has to be a complete representation of the subject's prediction in all possible states. The strategies are programmed and 1296 markets are simulated. Each market is in fact a deterministic dynamical system. Participants were financially motivated to submit the best strategy possible. This procedure is not new, these so called “strategy experiments” have become quite popular in experimental economics (for example, see Selten, Mitzkewitz and Uhlich (1997), Keser (1992), Offerman, Potters and Verbon (2001), Sonnemans (1998); and also the classic work of Axelrod (1984)).

Four rounds are played and at the end of each round the subjects receive feedback about the performance of their strategy. The feedback for each participant consists of the price and the prediction of the strategy in 5 randomly selected simulations of fifty periods. The ranking of the strategies as well as a programmed version of their own strategy are also included in the feedback. The ranking of the strategies is based on the average quadratic prediction error. Participants have to submit a revised strategy for the next round within a week.

After the subjects submit their fourth round strategies but before they receive the results of the fourth round we conduct a final laboratory experiment. The goal of this final experiment is to study the relationship between the actual behavior of subjects and the strategy they submit. We inform the subjects that they are in a market with five strategies from the third round. Since the subjects, in the final experiment, have information up till round 3 we can compare the prediction of the participant in the final experiment with the prediction of their fourth round strategy.

The main research questions we try to answer in this paper are: (1) what kind of strategies do subjects use? (2) Does the market price eventually converge to the fundamental price? (3) How does learning affect the price dynamics in the consecutive rounds? (4) How do individual strategies attribute to market stability or instability? (5) Is the submitted strategy an accurate description of the decisions subjects make in a regular experimental environment?

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the asset-pricing model. In section 3 the experimental design is explained. In section 4 we study the similarities and differences between the submitted strategies, the short, medium and long run price dynamics and the results of the final experiment. We summarize and conclude in section 5.

2. An asset-pricing model
In the experiment we used a simple dynamic asset-pricing model with heterogeneous beliefs (as in Brock and Hommes 1998, Gaunersdorfer 2000). Consider an asset market with $H$ different trader
types or strategies, indexed with $h$. Traders can choose between a risk free asset that pays a fixed return $r$ or a risky asset that pays an uncertain dividend $y_t$ in period $t$. Let $p_t$ denote the price of the risky asset in period $t$. Dividends are assumed to be independently and identically distributed (IID) with mean $\bar{y}$ and variance $s_y^2$. Denote with $z_{ht}$ the number of shares of the risky asset purchased by trader $h$ in period $t$ and let $R_t = 1 + r$. The realized wealth for trader type $h$ in period $t+1$ then is

$$W_{h,t+1} = R_{h,t}(p_{t+1} + y_{t+1} - R_{t})z_{ht}.$$

Traders subjective beliefs about the evolution of their wealth are characterized by their subjective conditional mean $E_{ht}$ and their subjective conditional variance $V_{ht}$. Traders are mean-variance optimizers and their demand for shares corresponds to the solution of

$$\max_{z_{ht}} \left\{ E_{ht}(W_{h,t+1}) - \frac{1}{2} aV_{ht}(W_{h,t+1}) \right\}$$

where $a$ measures the degree of risk aversion (assumed to be the same and constant for all traders).

We assume $V_{ht}(W_{t+1}) = V_{h}(p_{t+1} + y_{t+1} - R_{t}) = s^2$ for all $h$, that is, traders believe the variance of excess returns to be (the same) constant. The solution of (1) gives the demand for the risky asset by trader type $h$

$$z_{ht} = \frac{E_{ht}(p_{t+1} + y_{t+1} - R_{t})}{a\sigma^2}.$$

(2)

The supply of stocks $z^s$ is fixed, and without loss of generality we assume that outside supply of shares is zero. In that case (2) can be considered as the excess demand for trader type $h$. The market equilibrium condition is

$$\sum_{h=1}^{H} z_{ht} = \frac{1}{a\sigma^2} \sum_{h=1}^{H} E_{ht}(p_{t+1} + y_{t+1} - R_{t}) = 0.$$

Solving for the market equilibrium, price then yields

$$p_t = \frac{1}{RH} \sum_{h=1}^{H} E_{h,t}(p_{t+1} + y_{t+1}).$$

(3)

Because it is common knowledge that dividends are IDD with $\bar{y}$ in the experiment, the market equilibrium price simplifies to

$$p_t = \frac{1}{R} \left\{ -\bar{y} + \frac{1}{H} \sum_{h=1}^{H} E_{h,t}(p_{t+1}) \right\}.$$

(4)

Equation (4) is the basic equation of the asset-pricing model. The asset price in period $t$ depends on the traders’ subjective expectations of the price in period $t+1$. Notice that the traders, when forming their expectation about $p_{t+1}$, only know the prices $p_{t-1}, p_{t-2}$, etc. A key feature of the expectation feedback structure is its self-fulfilling character: if all traders predict high (low) future prices
market equilibrium price will also be high (low). This is a well-known feature of speculative asset markets.

It is well known that, when expectations are homogeneous and all traders have rational expectations (with speculative bubble solutions excluded by the so-called transversality condition), the \textit{rational expectations} or \textit{fundamental price} $p^f_t$ is given by the discounted sum of expected future dividends, that is,

$$p^f_t = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{E_t(y_{t+k})}{R^k}.$$ 

Given that the dividend process is IID with mean $\bar{y}$ the \textit{fundamental price} $p^f$ is constant and given by

$$p^f = \frac{\bar{y}}{R-1} = \frac{\bar{y}}{r}.$$ 

If all agents predict the fundamental price, this belief is self-fulfilling and the realized price will be constant and equal to $p^f$.

\section*{3. Experimental design and procedures}

The experiment lasted for eight weeks. The subjects were recruited from a course “Dynamical Systems”, a mathematical introduction to dynamical systems in the undergraduate econometrics program, and from the course “Micro Economics”, a course in the undergraduate economics program. Participation was not a course requirement. Students had no prior knowledge about dynamic economic systems and the asset-pricing model is not taught in the courses.

\textit{Introductory experiment}

The goal of the introductory experiment was to give the subjects some experience with their forecasting task. The experiment was completely computerized and took place in the CREED experimental laboratory. The participants understanding of the instructions was checked by control questions. The forecasting task was presented as follows (this is a summary, complete instructions are available from the authors):

\begin{itemize}
  \item You are a \textbf{financial advisor} to a pension fund that wants to optimally invest a large amount of money. The pension fund has two investment options: a risk free investment and a risky investment. In each time period the pension fund has to decide which fraction of its money to put on the bank account and which fraction of the money to spend on buying stocks. In order to make an optimal investment decision the pension fund needs an accurate prediction
\end{itemize}
of the price \( p_t \) of the stocks. As their financial advisor, you have to predict the stock market price \( p_t \) (in guilder) during 51 subsequent time periods.

- **Information about the stock market**
  The price \( p_t \) of the stocks is determined by market equilibrium, that is, the stock market price \( p_t \) in period \( t \) will be the price for which aggregate demand equals supply. The supply of stocks is fixed during the experiment. The demand for stocks is mainly determined by the aggregate demand of a number of different pension funds active in the stock market.

- **Information about the investment strategies of the pension funds**
  The precise investment strategy of the pension fund that you are advising and the investment strategies of the other pension funds are unknown. The return in the stock market per time period is uncertain and depends upon (unknown) dividend payments. As the financial advisor of a pension fund you are not asked to forecast dividends, but you are only asked to forecast the price of the stock in each time period. Based upon your stock market price forecast, your pension fund will make an optimal investment decision. The higher your price forecast the larger will be the fraction of money invested by your pension fund in the stock market, so the larger will be its demand for stocks.

- **Forecasting task of the financial advisor**
  The only task of the financial advisors in this experiment is to forecast the stock market index \( p_t \) in each time period as accurate as possible. The price of the stock will always be between 0 and 100 guilders in the first two periods. The stock price has to be predicted two time periods ahead. After all participants have given their predictions for the first two periods, the stock market price \( p_1 \) in the first period will be revealed and based upon your forecasting error \( p_1 - p_1^e \) your earnings for period 1 will be given.

- **Summary of information**
  - Interest rate \( r \) and the mean dividend \( \bar{y} \)
  - Past prices up to period \( t-2 \): \{ \( p_{t-2} \), \( p_{t-3} \), …, \( p_1 \) \}
  - Past predictions up to period \( t-1 \): \{ \( p_{t-1}^e \), \( p_{t-2}^e \), …, \( p_1^e \) \}
  - Past earnings up to period \( t-2 \)

- **Earnings**
  Earnings will depend upon forecasting accuracy only. The better you predict the stock market price in each period, the higher your aggregate earnings. Earnings will be according to the following earnings table. If you are the best advisor in the experiment, you can earn an additional bonus of 50 guilders. This bonus will be given to the participant with the smallest average prediction error during the experiment.

Given the six individual predictions, the realized price was determined by the market equilibrium equation (4) with \( H=6 \). Subjects participated sequentially in two different markets of 50 periods with different composition of subjects and different mean dividend \( \bar{y} \) and risk free interest rate \( r \). At the beginning of the markets the exact values of the mean dividend and interest rate were announced, in the first market \( \bar{y} =3 \) and \( r=5\% \), and in the second market \( \bar{y} = 2.4 \) and \( r = 6\% \). The corresponding fundamental prices for the two markets are thus given by: \( p_f^i=3/0.05=60 \) and \( p_f^j=2.4/0.06=40 \). In both markets participants could earn 1300 points each period. The earnings were negatively related to the size of the quadratic forecasting error. The number of points earned in period \( t \) by participant \( h \) is given by the quadratic scoring rule.
\[ e_{h,t} = \max \left\{ 1300 - \frac{1300}{49} (p_t - p_{h,t}^e)^2, 0 \right\} \]

where 1300 points is equivalent to 0.65 Dutch guilders. Notice that earnings in period \( t \) were zero when \( |p_t - p_{h,t}^e| = 7 \). The average earnings of the 21 participating subjects, in approximately 1.5 hours, were 31 Dutch guilders (14 Euro), where the maximum total earnings are 65 Dutch guilders (30 Euro).

**Strategy experiment**

The strategy experiment consisted of four rounds. In each round the subjects had to submit a strategy. Participants could submit their strategy anytime before a biweekly deadline. The number of participants decreased over the rounds. In round 1 all 21 participants submitted a strategy and in rounds 2, 3 and 4 respectively 19, 17 and 16 participants submitted strategies\(^1\). The first round started at the end of the introductory experiment when all participants had to submit their first strategy. The participants were given a folder with all necessary information about the procedures and the forecasting task (available upon request). The experimenters checked these strategies for clarity, completeness (whether the strategy provides a prediction in all possible situations), uniqueness (whether the strategy always provides exactly one prediction) and informational correctness (whether the strategy does not use information that is not available, such as the price \( p_{t-1} \) when forecasting price \( p_t \), future prices or previous predictions of other strategies). Every participant had his own personal code and we used this code to identify the subjects over the rounds. The participants did not know the personal codes of other participants.

In every round we simulated the experimental asset market 1296 times. Each market consisted of six different, randomly drawn, strategies. For the simulations we used 9 different values of the mean dividend (\( \bar{y} = 2, 2.25, 2.5, \ldots, 4 \)) and 9 different values of the interest rate (\( r = 4\%, 4.25\%, 4.5\%, \ldots, 6\% \)). The fundamental price was therefore always in the interval \([33 \frac{1}{3}, 100] \). Every combination of mean dividend and interest rate was simulated 16 times, resulting in a total of 1296 simulations. The average number of simulations for a particular strategy is then around 400. The subjects were informed that the exact values of the mean dividend and the interest rate would not be the same for every simulation but would be available to the participating strategies at the beginning of each simulation. At the end of each round the subjects received private information about how their strategy predicted in the simulations. The private information

\(^1\) Submitting a strategy seems not to be related to the ranking in the previous round. The participants who did not submit a new strategy had an average percentile score of 55% (a little better than average).
consisted of a page with the programmed version of their strategy (programmed in Borland Pascal) and five pages containing for each subject five randomly chosen simulations in which his or her strategy had participated. They also received public information, namely information given to all participants, about the ranking of the strategies by mean quadratic forecasting error. One week after participants received this information a new strategy had to be submitted.

We recognized that a similar incentive structure as in the introductory experiment might stimulate the subjects in the strategy experiment to cooperate and share their strategies and private information. For example, all subjects benefit from a fast convergence to the fundamental price. In the strategy experiment we therefore employed a tournament incentive structure: payment was based upon relative performance (average squared prediction error of the strategy). The participant with the strategy with the smallest average quadratic forecasting error received 50 guilders (approximately 22.70 Euro) in rounds 1, 2 and 3. In the final round three prizes of 250, 150 and 50 guilders (113.60, 68.20 and 22.70 Euro respectively) were awarded. In addition to this students received a flat fee of 5 guilders (2.25 Euro) for each strategy they submitted.

A possible disadvantage of payments based upon relative performance is that subjects may try to destabilize markets in order to make it harder for the other market participants to forecast prices. However, it is easy to see that this cannot work. If all strategies predict the fundamental price except for one strategy that tries to destabilize the market by predicting a higher (lower) price, the realized price will be higher (lower) than the fundamental price but since the price is determined by the average of all predictions the price will always be closer to the fundamental price than to the prediction of the strategy that tries to destabilize the market. A single destabilizing strategy will thus end up with a larger quadratic prediction error than the other strategies in that market. Even more importantly, one can only affect realized prices in the market in which the strategy participates; an increasingly unstable market will cause a comparative advantage of the strategies active in the other markets. No subject ever mentioned (in the questionnaires or in class after the experiment ended) that he or she had tried to destabilize markets.

**Final experiment**

After subjects submitted their final, fourth round strategy, but before they received the final results we conducted another laboratory experiment. The main goal of this experiment is to investigate whether the strategies are a good representation of the actual behavior of the subjects in a

---

2 Subjects filled in a small questionnaire every round. In this questionnaire they were asked about (among other things) their considerations when changing their strategy, the effect of the feedback upon their new strategy, whether they had talked with other subjects about the experiment and how well they thought their new strategy would perform.
laboratory experiment. In the final experiment the subjects were informed that they were in a market with five strategies from the third round. Since the participants had already submitted their fourth round strategy but did not receive the results of the fourth round simulations yet, we can compare their fourth round strategy with their behavior in the final experiment\(^3\). For every participant we conducted two sequential markets of 50 periods. A market consisted of one participant and five third round strategies that were randomly drawn from the submitted third round strategies. The fundamental prices in the two markets differed but were the same for all participants. For the final experiment we also used the tournament structure for the earnings. The winner, that is, the subject with the lowest average quadratic error over the two markets, earned 100 guilders, the runner up earned 95 guilders etc.

4. Results

This section reports the results of the strategy experiment. We first look at the specific characteristics of the strategies that are submitted. After that we will investigate the short run price dynamics in section 4.2, the medium run price dynamics in section 4.3 and the long run price dynamics in section 4.4. In section 4.5 we investigate the behavior of particular strategies in the simulations and in particular the effect of individual strategies on the (non-) convergence of the market price. Finally in section 4.6 we investigate whether the submitted strategies are a good description of the behavior of the participants in an experimental setting by looking at the final experiment.

4.1 What kind of strategies do the participants use?

In most studies on economic dynamics researchers make assumptions about the expectations of the agents in the model. Usually the agents are assumed to be rational or boundedly rational using a simple prediction rule. In this study we are interested in what kind of strategies/prediction rules subjects actually use. This section focuses on the general characteristics of the submitted strategies without describing every individual strategy in detail.

---

\(^3\) The participants were informed about how their third round strategy predicted in round 3. They have no information about how their fourth round strategy predicts in the fourth round. Therefore their predictions in the final experiment are based upon the same information as their fourth round strategy. The only difference is that in the experiment the participants are more flexible since they can update and change their prediction strategies during the final experiment.
Table 1: Characteristics of the strategies.

Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the strategies. In total 71 strategies are submitted. About one quarter of all submitted strategies is continuous. The strategies are continuous if a small change in the realized price will also result in a small change of the prediction. If a strategy is not continuous it is in all cases conditional. The conditions on which these strategies depend differ from past prices, past predictions, past prediction errors to the mean dividend or the interest rate. An example of a conditional strategy is “if the price in period \( t-3 \) is smaller than the price in period \( t-2 \) my prediction is ... if not my prediction is...”. About 75% of all strategies are conditional. In 51 strategies the mean dividend (\( \bar{y} \)) is included; in most of these cases the interest rate is then also included. In only seven strategies the fundamental price \( p^* = \frac{\bar{y}}{r} \) is used for the prediction; in six of these strategies the fundamental price is only used in predicting the first and/or second price. Not a single participant had the fundamental price as its prediction for periods 3-50. All strategies include the last observed price. Almost 40% of all strategies are following a “trend”. An example is the winning strategy of round 4 (subject 19): \( p_t^e = p_{t-2} + 2(p_{t-2} - p_{t-3}) \). There are two strategies that try to detect a cycle, anticipating cyclic behavior. If the strategy detects a cycle, say of period 8, the strategy predicts the price eight periods back. The strategies get more complicated (measured by the total lines of program needed) until round 3; in round 4 there is a (slight) decrease of the complexity.

---

4 In rounds 2 and 3 we had to remove one strategy from the simulations (strategy of subject 9 and 21 respectively). These strategies often predict extreme values because of what seem to be mistakes by the participants (for example, strategy 9 in round 2 increases (decreases) the prediction when the last known price was lower (higher) than the prediction in that period). Both strategies perform extremely bad and have a large effect on the prices. We decided not to change the strategies ourselves, but to exclude these strategies from the simulations. Van de Velden (2001) contains the results when these strategies are included.
4.2 Short run dynamics

This section discusses predictions and price behavior in the first 50 periods (the short run). Because the incentives of the subjects and the ranking of the strategies are based upon the first 50 periods these periods are of special interest. The top panel of figure 1 shows the average absolute distance, $|p_t - p^f|$, between the realized market price $p_t$ and the fundamental price $p^f$ for the first 50 periods for each of the four rounds averaged over 1296 simulations. The average prices in the first two rounds are relatively close to the fundamental price. In rounds 3 and 4 prices are on average farther away from the fundamental price than in the first two rounds. Here the average distance to the fundamental price increases until about period 13, thereafter the mean distance gradually decreases over time. Recall that the fundamental price $p^f$ ranges from 33 to 100 so an absolute distance of 20 or more is considerable.

The bottom panel of figure 1 shows how well the strategies predict on average (the absolute distance between prediction and realized price $|p_t - p^f|$). Note the difference in scale between the two plots; realized prices are much closer to the predictions than to the fundamental price (on average). This means that the strategies (sometimes) correctly expect prices to be away from the fundamental price. In rounds 3 and 4 where prices in the first 13 periods on average move away from the fundamental (top panel figure 1) the prediction errors do not increase in these periods. This illustrates the positive feedback structure of the asset market model (realized prices follow average forecasts). Apparently the fundamental price is not a good forecast of the realized market price. Participants seem to be aware of this and their forecasts are closer to the realized price.
Figure 1: Absolute distance from the fundamental (top panel) and absolute prediction error (bottom panel) averaged over 1296 simulations. All 81 pairs of mean dividend, $\bar{y}$, and interest rate, $r$, were simulated 16 times
Table 2: The sample mean standard deviation of the first 50 prices and the prediction strategies of the winners. To limit the size of the table we only report the most relevant part of the winning strategies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Round</th>
<th>Sample mean SD prices</th>
<th>Winner</th>
<th>Main part of winning strategy</th>
<th>Characterization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Round 1</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>subject 12</td>
<td>$p_t^e = \frac{(p_{t-2} + p_{t-3} + p_{t-4})}{3}$</td>
<td>Mean price last 3 periods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round 2</td>
<td>6.73</td>
<td>subject 17</td>
<td>$p_t^e = \frac{(p_{t-2} + p_{t-3})}{2}$</td>
<td>Adaptive expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round 3</td>
<td>21.77</td>
<td>subject 11</td>
<td>$p_t^e = p_{t-2} - \frac{r}{10}$</td>
<td>Naive minus small constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round 4</td>
<td>22.34</td>
<td>subject 19</td>
<td>$p_t^e = p_{t-3} + 2(p_{t-2} - p_{t-3})$</td>
<td>Trend following</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each of the simulations the standard deviation of the prices in the first 50 periods is calculated (second column table 2). Prices are on average more volatile in later rounds. Table 2 also shows that the winning strategies are quite different in the different rounds. An (weighted) average of previous prices (round 1) and adaptive expectations (round 2) are more successful in the first two rounds where volatility is relatively low. A naive strategy or a trend following strategy is more successful in the last two rounds where volatility is high.

4.3 Medium run dynamics

In the short run only very few simulations (overall about 4%) have converged to a steady state (based upon periods 26-50). The question arises whether the low percentage of convergence is due to an inherently unstable steady state, or to a slow speed of convergence to a stable steady state. Table 3 summarizes percentages of convergence to a steady state, convergence to a cycle and non-convergence in the medium run, that is, the first 200 periods. A price sequence is defined to converge to a steady state if all prices in the periods 151-200 are within a range of 0.1 point. A similar criterion is used for cycles. For example, in a 2-cycle all prices in the odd periods are within a 0.1 range and also all prices in the even periods are within a 0.1 range (and we do not observe a steady state). In the medium run the convergence of the price to a steady state is highest in the third round and lowest in the first round while the non-convergence is highest in the first round and lowest in the second round. In rounds 1 and 2 the percentage of convergence to periodic cycles is still above 20%, in rounds 3 and 4 this fraction has decreased to about 5% and 1.6%, respectively. In the final round about 50% of all simulations has settled down to a steady state but the other half

---

5 All winning strategies are conditional and therefore too complicated and too long to report in the table. We report that part of the strategy for which the condition (for example an “if” condition) was satisfied most of the time.

6 The results do not change much with a different measure of convergence. For example if, for convergence, the difference between the highest and lowest price must be smaller than 1 (instead of the 0.1) we find the same amount of
does not converge at all.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Convergence</th>
<th>Round 1</th>
<th>Round 2</th>
<th>Round 3</th>
<th>Round 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steady state</td>
<td>24.3%</td>
<td>47.1%</td>
<td>57.2%</td>
<td>49.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 cycle</td>
<td>14.1%</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 cycle</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 to 10 cycle</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
<td>20.6%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-convergence</td>
<td>54.3%</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
<td>37.7%</td>
<td>49.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3**: Medium run dynamics. Percentage of convergence to a steady state, a period 2-cycle, cycles of periods 3-10 and non-convergence (i.e. non-convergence and convergence to periods 11 or higher-order cycles) of 1296 simulations, based upon the periods 150-200.

4.4 Long run dynamics

In the medium run the percentage of convergence to a steady state is increasing over the rounds, but there are still about 50% non-converging price sequences in round 4. One explanation for this phenomenon is that the steady state is *stable* but the learning process converges only slowly. Another explanation can be that the steady state is intrinsically *unstable* and that prices will never converge to the steady state. To investigate which of the scenarios explains the properties in the medium and short run dynamics we study the long run dynamics. The long run dynamics is defined here as 1000 periods.

Table 4 shows the results for the long run dynamics. Convergence is defined in the same way as in the medium run analysis of section 4.3, but now based upon the periods 951-1000. Table 4 also makes a distinction between convergence to the fundamental steady state or to a steady state different from the fundamental price. We find that as the convergence to a steady state increases over the rounds the convergence to the fundamental price also increases. In the long run the majority of the simulations converges to a steady state. While in round 1 only approximately 40% of the simulations converge to a steady state, in round 4 this has doubled to 80%. Compared with the results from the medium run, in the long run there is more convergence to a steady state and less non-convergence. Many of the non-converging sequences in the medium run have dissolved and converged in the long run. Hence, the speed of convergence is slow. Notice however that there is a considerable fraction (60%) that does not converge to the fundamental steady state, but either converges to a steady state different from the fundamental (40%) or does not converge at all (20%) convergence to a steady state and cycles with a small period (smaller than 4). On the other hand we find more convergence to higher periods and therefore less non-convergence is observed.
Table 4: Percentage of convergence to a steady state, a period 2-cycle, cycles of periods 3-10 and non-convergence (i.e. non-convergence and convergence to periods 11 or higher-order cycles) of the prices within 1000 periods of 1296 simulations. Two different kinds of non-convergence simulations are distinguished based upon the estimated largest Lyapunov Exponent (LE)(1000 periods are used to estimate the Lyapunov exponent). A positive Lyapunov exponent implies chaotic price fluctuations.

To study the possible occurrence of chaos and strange attractors the Wolf algorithm (Wolf et al. 1985) is applied to estimate the largest Lyapunov exponent over the period 1-1000. A positive Lyapunov exponent implies that the system exhibits sensitive dependence upon initial conditions and is chaotic. Almost 75% of the non-converging price sequences have a positive Lyapunov exponent, i.e. 17.3% of all simulations have a positive Lyapunov exponent (13% in round 4).

Most of the simulations converging to some steady state do not exactly converge to the fundamental steady state (a steady state is considered as fundamental if the distance to the fundamental price is less than 1). However, after 1000 time periods, most of the price sequences converge to a price close to the fundamental price, as figure 2 shows.

Summarizing, in the long run a large fraction of the simulations converges to the fundamental price. The fraction of convergence increases over the rounds and in round 4 even 80% of all simulations converge to a neighborhood of the fundamental price. Nevertheless, a small fraction of the price sequences does not converge and even in round 4 13% is chaotic with a positive Lyapunov exponent.

In applying the Wolf algorithm several parameters have to be selected, such as the embedding dimension, the maximum allowable distance between initial points and the separation time. We used an embedding dimension of 3, a maximum allowable distance of 0.5 and a separation time of 4, which are in the order of magnitude of what is commonly used (Wolf et al. 1985). For other algorithm parameter values similar results were obtained.
Figure 2: Frequency distribution of the difference between the steady state price, at t=1000, and the fundamental price. In round 1 500 simulations converged to a steady state, in round 2, 3 and 4 755, 829 and 1038 simulations converged to a steady state. The distance is zero if the price converges to the fundamental price $p_f = \bar{y} / r$.

4.5 Contribution of individual strategies to non-convergence

The previous section reported that only approximately 10 to 40% of all simulations converge to the fundamental steady state price and about 25% of the price sequences do not converge at all within 1000 periods. One rotten apple can spoil the whole crate: it is possible that a single strategy (or a few strategies) cause the observed non-convergence. This section investigates whether there are specific strategies that ‘destabilize’ the market and cause non-convergence.

The first four columns in table 5 show for each strategy the percentages of simulations that strategy was in that converged to a steady state or a cycle. In order to find ‘destabilizing’ strategies the following step-wise procedure was applied. In each round the strategy with the lowest percentage of convergence was excluded and new simulations were run. A strategy was excluded if this would result in more convergence to a steady state and less non-convergence. New simulations were run and the procedure was repeated. This process was stopped when the results did not change significantly anymore. This way eight ‘destabilizing’ strategies (one, two or three in each round)
were found. These strategies belong to four participants. Table 6 shows the percentages of convergence and non-convergence in the long run, with the exclusion of these ‘destabilizing’ strategies. Of course, by construction these markets are (much) more stable. The percentage of convergence to a steady state increases over the rounds from 62% in round 1 to 90% in round 4. However, there is only a modest improvement in convergence to the fundamental price in comparison with table 4 (overall 22% to 25%).

By construction, the exclusion of these ‘destabilizing’ strategies makes the markets more stable (compare table 6 with table 4). The number of simulations that do not converge to a steady state decreases with about 40%, but the effect on convergence to the fundamental price is much more modest. The question is whether these ‘destabilizing’ strategies destabilize by making wild and stupid predictions, or whether the instability is caused by the interaction of these strategies with other strategies. If these strategies are unstable ‘by nature’, one would expect also non-convergence in homogeneous markets (markets where the prediction of one strategy determines the price or, equivalently, all six prediction strategies are the same). For all strategies 81 homogeneous markets are simulated (9 different values of the interest rate and 9 different values of the mean dividend).

The second part of table 5 shows the convergence in the homogeneous simulations per strategy. Of the 71 strategies, 43 always converge. There are also a number of strategies that almost never converge in the homogeneous simulations (e.g. the strategies of subjects 1, 13 and 20). Note that the strategy of participant 9 in round 3 and 4 has a 100% convergence in the homogeneous markets, but is one of the ‘destabilizing’ strategies in the heterogeneous markets. The 28 strategies with less than 100% convergence (in the homogeneous markets) are not necessarily bad predictors. Although 23 of these 28 are in the bottom half of the ranking in the original strategy environment (heterogeneous, 50 periods) two strategies are winners: strategy 19 in round 1 and strategy 11 in round 3 (and strategies 11 and 18 are in the third and fourth places in round 1). The bold printed figures in the table refer to the “destabilizing strategies”, discussed earlier. Six out of eight are also unstable in the homogeneous simulations (statistically significant at 5%, binominal test with n=8 and p=28/71=.394). However, the relationship is not very strong; some strategies that are unstable in the homogeneous simulations are quite stable in the heterogeneous simulations (e.g. strategy 1 and 20) while the “destabilizing” strategies of subject 9, round 3 and 4, are very stable in the homogeneous simulations. The Pearson correlation between the percentages convergence in homogeneous and heterogeneous simulations is only 0.26.

8 In round 1 we excluded three strategies, 9, 11 and 17. Strategy 13 was excluded in round 2. In round 3 and 4 strategies 9 and 13 were excluded.
Table 5: For each strategy percentages of convergence (to steady state or cycle) are presented in heterogeneous (columns 2-5) and homogeneous markets (columns 6-9). For every strategy a homogeneous market is simulated 81 times (all combinations of dividend yield and interest rate). The bold printed numbers refer to “destabilizing strategies”, see main text.

Table 6: Heterogeneous simulation without “destabilizing strategies”. Percentage of convergence to a steady state, a period 2-cycle, cycles of periods 3-10 and non-convergence (i.e. non-convergence and convergence to periods 11 or higher-order cycles) of the prices within 1000 periods of 1296 simulations without the “destabilizing” strategies. In round 2, 3 and 4 we excluded 2 strategies while in round 1 we excluded three strategies (see footnote 8).

Summarizing, there are some strategies (‘destabilizing strategies’) that contribute more than average to the non-convergence. By excluding these strategies from the simulations the percentage
of convergence to a steady state increases substantially but the percentage of convergence to the fundamental steady state increases only slightly. The ‘destabilizing’ strategies seem also to be less stable in homogeneous simulations, but the relationship is not very strong. We conclude that a large part of the non-convergence is caused by the interaction of the strategies.

4.6 Final Experiment

The final experiment was conducted after the participants submitted their fourth round strategy and before they received the fourth round results. The main goal of this final experiment is to study the relationship between actual behavior of subjects and the strategy they submit. Participants are in a market the only ‘human’ agent, together with 5 computer strategies of round 3. Since the participants did not yet receive the fourth round results, the information in the final experiment is the same as for the fourth round strategies. We can, therefore, compare their predictions in the experiment with the fourth round predictions of their strategies. Just like in the introductory experiment we conduct two markets in the final experiment. The fundamental price in the first market is $p_f = 60$ while the fundamental price in the second market is $p_f = 40$.

Table 7 shows the average quadratic error of the participants (columns two and five) and their strategies (columns three and six). A striking feature of table 7 is that the strategies and the participants have a qualitatively similar average prediction error. In particular, large errors by the participants coincide with large errors by their strategies. The average prediction errors of the participants and their strategies are strongly correlated (Pearson correlation is 0.80).

We can compute the ranking of the participants and of the strategies based on the average quadratic prediction error. The difference between the ranking of the participant and the ranking of its strategy is never more than 2. That is, the strategies of the subjects who perform good/bad also perform good/bad. The Pearson correlation of the rankings is 0.96, i.e. the rankings after the final experiment of the strategies and of the subjects is high and almost perfect.

---

9 For comparison, we let the strategy of the participant predict the price in the same market experiment but the strategy does not participate in the market, i.e. the strategies prediction does not influence the realized market price.
Table 7: The first column shows the participants number. Column 2 to 4 (5 to 7) show for the first (second) part of the final experiment the average quadratic error per period of the participant and the strategy and the average quadratic distance per period between the prediction of the strategy and the participant’s prediction The eighth row (sign perc.) shows the fraction that the participant adapts his prediction in the same direction as his strategy. Finally, the ninth row (pred. corr.) shows the average correlation (over the two parts) between the strategy’s predictions and the subject’s predictions over 50 periods.

The analyses above are based upon 50 periods averages. On the level of individual predictions, column 8 of table 7 shows the times that the strategy and the participant adapt their prediction in the same direction\(^\text{10}\). We find that 9 out of 15 participants adapt their prediction in the same direction as its strategies in at least 85% of the time. The last column shows that the correlation between the predictions of the strategy and the predictions of the participants is high. Participants 1 and 4 both have a correlation of 98%, i.e. almost perfect correlation.

In summary, the final experiment indicates that in general the strategies give a reasonably good description of the prediction behavior of the participants.

\(^{10}\) We count the times that the prediction, \(p_{t-1}^{e}\), is higher/lower than the previous prediction, \(p_t^{e}\) for both the participant and the strategies.
5 Concluding remarks

One of the goals of this study is to investigate the kind of prediction strategies used by participants in an experimental setting. The strategy method used in this study has some clear disadvantages: programming all the strategies is very labor intensive and it is hard to keep all participants in an experiment that lasts for several weeks. However, there are also some important advantages. It is the only way to get unambiguous complete strategies of individuals that can also be used in long-term simulations, and the learning possibilities may enhance the external validity. This study is a demonstration of the kind of answers a strategy experiment can provide.

We find that only few participants use simple (linear) strategies. Most of the participants submit complicated strategies and the strategies become more complicated over the rounds. In the short run (within 50 periods) the prices have not yet converged to either the fundamental price or another steady state price or periodic cycle. In the first two rounds the average distance to the fundamental is fairly small. In rounds 3 and 4 the average distance to the fundamental price increases until period 13, and then gradually decreases, but remains larger than in the first two rounds. Also the average prediction error is smaller in the first two rounds than in rounds 3 and 4. In other respects the learning over the rounds lead to an increase in stability. The number of converging price sequences increases over the rounds in both the medium and the long run. In the medium run the prices convergence to a steady state or periodic cycles but this percentage is not very high. In the long run in round 4 almost 40% of the price sequences converge to the fundamental value. Another 40% also converges to a steady state price but not to the fundamental value. These results suggest in general slow convergence and learning of the subjects over the rounds.

How much individual strategies attribute to market stability or instability is difficult to say. Eight ‘destabilizing strategies’ are identified (most markets in which these strategies participated didn’t converge). New simulations without these strategies showed much more stable markets. However, convergence to the fundamental price did only increase slightly. The ‘destabilizing strategies’ seem on average to be less stable in homogeneous simulations also, but the difference is not very large. A part of the non-convergence seems to be caused not by individual strategies but by the interaction of several strategies together.

From the final experiment we find that the correlation between the strategies prediction and the participants forecast is high. Also the ranking of the strategies and the ranking of the participants based on the quadratic forecast errors are almost the same. This suggests that the strategies prediction is ‘close’ to the forecast of the participant. Furthermore, the average quadratic
distance between the prediction of the strategy and participant is small. Together with the high percentages of adaptation in the right direction and the high correlation between the strategies and the predictions of the participants we conclude that the strategies are a good representation of what participants do in an experiment.

We conclude that it is hard to learn the correct ‘fundamental’ price level in a stationary speculative asset market. Deviations from the fundamental price are persistent and fundamentals do not yield accurate predictions of asset prices, even in this relatively simple laboratory environment. Real world markets are more complex, fundamentals like dividends and interests rate change over time and information is not always complete. The relation between real world markets assets prices and the underlying fundamentals may be even weaker than in our experiments.
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